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For any cardinal K, if X is the box product of a family of discrete spaces in the K-box topology 
and X is normal, then X is parircompact. The same is true of products of K-metrizable spaces. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54B10,03855 
K-met&able space weakly compact cardinai 
paracompact space normal space 
There are a number of circumstances in which it is unknown whether normality 
implies paracompactness. For example, it is unknown (under any axioms of set 
theory) whether a compact space in its GS topology, or a box product of countably 
many compact spaces, must be paracompact if it is normal. In this paper we show 
that such an implication does hold for a related class of spaces. 
Notation. Suppose that Diy for i E I, are topological spaces and K is any infinite 
cardinal= Then q i Di denotes the product ni Di with the <~-box topology; that is, 
basic open sets are of the fom ni q, where each Ui is open in Di and Iii: Ui # Di}l c 
K. If all the Di are the same space D we denote this by just q D’. Ordinals, when 
used as spaces, always have the discrete topology. 
Then, we wish to prove: 
besrem 1. ,%w any K, if Di for i E Z are discrete spaces and ~iDi is normal, then it 
is parammpact. 
Actually, the proof of the theorem will be primarily by exhaustion. We shall 
combine proofs of paracompactness for some cases with proofs of nonnormality 
for some other cases; this will cover all possibilities except he case that K is strongly 
inaccessible. I-Iere, there is a direct proof that normality implies paracompactness. 
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We first state a few lemmas which handle some special cases, and then put them 
together in a proof of the theorem. 
~33 2. For any injnite K, q K(I(+) is not normal. 
This result is due to Stone [4] for K = w, and to Barges [l] for general regular K. 
See [3] for further negative results about such products, as well as a proof of Lemma 
2 for singular K, a result which is superseded by: 
mma 3. q 2” is not normal whenever K is ,ningular. 
roof. Before beginning, we remark that the proof is very reminiscent of the work 
of Daniels [2] on Pixley-Roy topologies. Her paper implies immediately that q 2” 
is not collectionwise Hausdoti, and the closed discrete set of points which cannot 
be separated is essentially our T below. We carry this somewhat further and find 
a partition of T into two disjoint closed sets which cannot be separated by open sets. 
To simplify notation, we shall replace 2” by X = P(K) (the power set of K). Thus 
if x E X, basic open neighbourhoods of x are of the form 
N(B;x)=(yEX:ynB=xnB), 
where B is some subset of K of size less than K. Let 8 = cf( K) < K. Partition K into 
disjoint sets A, for ~(1< 0,so that 8 < iANi < K, each iApi is regular, and p C v + iA,1 < 
IA I Y l 
Let 
Think of these as transversals. Observe that T is closed and discrete in X. For each 
PC 0, partition A, into two disjoint sets A: and A: with iA1 = IALl = lApi. Fix a 
uniform ultrafilter % on 8. For i E (0, I.:, let 
Suppose that we had disjoint open sets V0 and V, with each Hi c v ; we shall derive 
a contradiction. 
For each t E T, let B, be such that t E B,, l&l< K and N(B, ; t) E V;: for that 
i E (&I} such that t c Hi. We first find a “large” subset of T on which the i&i are 
strictly bounded below K. “Large” means nonmeager in the following topology r 
on T: enever SE K, let = {t E T: t c_ S}; of course, this will be empty unless 
S meets each A,. Let 7 have as a basis all such that IK\S~ < K. Call such an S 
simple iff for some A < K, 1 A,\S( s A for all and S n A, is a singleton whenever 
p 1 s A. Observe that the basic MS for S simple also form a basis for T; call these 
simple basic sets. 
Next, observe that T is 0-Batre in topology T; i.e., the interse 
en sets is dense. Since w is a simple basic set, Han 
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are homeomorphic, it follows that each Hi is also 8-Baire. Hence, there is a fixed 
h c K and a (nonempty) r-basic set, M9 such that for each i = 0, 1, Ki = 
{t E Hi: l&l G A} is r-dense in M By increasing A and decreasing M if necessary, 
we may assume also that M is simple, and M = Mrus, where r consists of exactly 
one point from each AIL with lAPI G h+, S is disjoint from those ,4&, but I&\Sl s A 
whenever lAYI > A+. Think of r as the root of the A-system we now construct: 
Applying T-density of &, we may, by induction on 4 c A+, choose rz E K0 n M 
such that whenever 17~ 6, fV n fi = r. Likewise, choose u E K1 n M such that for all 
e<A+, un B+= r (recall that each t c B,). Since the ts\r are disjoint and l&l s A, 
we can now fix a 5 such that ten BU = r also. But then the point u u t* E X is in 
N( Bu ; u) n N( B,6 ; ts), contradicting our assumption that V. and V, were dis- 
joint. El 
The following lemma is easy to verify, and will allow us to replace small discrete 
spaces by the 2-point space in our products. 
mma 4. Zf K is regular, 1 < @i < K for i E I, and IZl a K, then q , 0, is homeomorphic 
toU2’. 
The next lemma gives a direct proof that normality implies paracompactness in 
a fairly special case. This proof is reminiscent of Tamano’s proof [SJ that if X x 2* 
(with the usual product topology) is normal, then X is A-paracompact. 
Recall that a space X is called K-compact iff every open cover has a subcover of 
size <K, and K-Lindeliif iff every open cover has a subcover of size d K. 
m8 5. Suppose that K is either w or strongly inaccessible, and A > x. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) q 2A is K-Lindel6$ 
(2) q 2” is K-compact. 
(3) q 2A is paracompact. 
(4) q 2” is normal. 
roof. Of course, if K = to, (l)-(4) are all trivially true, although our proof is formally 
correct in this case. Throughout this proof, the q topology is assumed on all 
products. 
We first show that (4) + (1). Let B be the set of all partial functions from A to 2 
of size less than K. For p E 9, let NP denote the basic clopen set {f E 2A : p c f} G 2? 
Suppose % is any cover of 2” by basic clopen sets. In 2* x 2*, let A be the diagonal 
{(f, f): fE 2”); and let I’= lJ{ u x U: U E ‘3%). Then A c Vc 2” x 2”. Assuming (4), 
2%2* is 1 (being homeomorphic to 2A), so there is a regular open set W 
with A c Since K is strongly inaccessible, the space 2” has the K+ chain 
condition in the m topology, so that the regular open set is a union of K basic 
sets; say w=u(8+$,0xNqa: a<K). Then {f$,anb&a: a<K} is a refinement of % 
of size SK. 
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Now (3) + (4) is trivial, and (1) + (3) follows from the well-known fact that any 
K-Lindeliif PK space is paracompact. Thus, (l), (3), and (4) are equivalent. Finally, 
(2) trivially implies (l), so we will be done if we can show that (3) + (2). Assuming 
paracompactness, if 2A is not K-compact, hen it has a closed discrete subset of size 
K. Since 2* is homeomorphic to (2”)” and A > K, it follows that 2’ contains a closed 
copy of P+), which would then also be paracompact, contradicting Lemma 2. 0 
We remark that when A = K, then (l), (3), (4) must be true, but (2) could fail. In 
fact, (2) is false in “most” cases for strongly inaccessible K. Clearly, (2) gets stronger 
as A gets bigger. For A = K, it is equivalent o K being weakly compact; and K is 
strongly compact iff (2) holds for all A. 
roof of eorern 1. We use the lemmas to reduce the theorem to a special case. 
Clearly, we may assume that each Di has at least 2 points. Also, since lZl< K implies 
that the <K-box topology is discrete, we may assume that IZl a K. Now, q 2” is a 
closed subspace of’ q i Di, so, by Lemma 3, we may assume that K is regular. Next, 
if IZl = K, then the box product is K-metrizable and hence paracompact, so we may 
assume that Iz~> K. Furthermore, we may assume that K is either o or strongly 
inaccessible, and I{ i: IDil a K}I s K, since otbwise q i Di would contain a closed 
COPY Of q K (K+), which is not normal by Lemma 2. 
Now, by applying Lemma 4 to the product of those Di which have size less than 
6 we may assume q i Di is of the form X x 2”, where X is K-metrizable and A > K. 
If this product is normal, then by Lemma 5, 2A is K-compact, and any product of 
a K-compact space with a paracompact P, space is paracompact. Cl 
A minor modification of this proof yields: 
For any regular K, if Mi for i E Z are wmetrizable spaces and q , Mi is 
normal, then it is paracompact. 
roof. As in Theorem I, we may assume that K is w or strongly inaccessible, ach 
space contains at least 2 points, and IZl > K. Now observe that each Mi either contains 
a closed discrete subspace of size K, or is #-compact. Thus, assuming the product 
is normal, no more than K of the Mi can fail to be K-compact. So, we can write 
our product as X x Y, where X is K-metriznble and Y is 2 product of A spaces, 
each of which is K-compact and K-metrizable, where A > K. Normality of Y implies 
normality of 2* (which Y contains as a closed subspace), and hence K-compactness 
of 2A (by Lemma 5). However, Y can also be sms&%~! 2s a closed -.abspace of 
2A, since any K-compact re-metrizable space is :a closed s~bsplce of 2”. Hence, Y 
is K-Compact, so that X x Y is paracompact. Ii 
Actually, for K = o, there are two possible definitions for the term “w-metrizable”; 
e weaker one being simply “metric” and the stronger one being “has a tree base 
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of height 0” (equivalently, “metric and strongly O-dimensional”). Although the 
above proof of the corollary is only correct for the stronger version, the result is 
correct with the weaker version since one can just apply the Tychonov Theorem at 
the end to conclude that Y is compact. 
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